HUNTER PANELS PRE-CUT ROOFING PRODUCTS

Designed to Save You Time and Money

Save time and money on your next roofing project by working with Hunter Panels’ line of tapered polyiso panels and pre-cut accessories. These products are backed by top-of-the-line support from the Hunter Panels Tapered Team to help your project succeed. From design details to installation help, your specification and budget needs will be addressed with the “Whatever it takes” guarantee.

Explore Tapered Roofing Products

PRE-CUT HIPS & VALLEYS

Pre-cut Hips and Valleys are factory created using two-Kid panels of Tapered H-Shield or Tapered H-Shield CG, cut in half at 45 degrees to improve installation speed.

- Save up to 50% in material and waste costs
- Manufactured in Tapered H-Shield and Tapered H-Shield CG 20 and 25 ps
- Available in all panels 4A - 2Z
- Individually packaged and labeled
- Ships as one piece

4’ X 4’ TARGET SUMP

These pre-cut target sumps come in a variety of thicknesses and sizes to accommodate your specific job conditions.

- Manufactured with Tapered H-Shield CG 25 PSI min
- Special packaging for easy job site identification
- Save up to 75% in material and waste costs over field fabricated sumps

8’ X 8’ HINGED TARGET SUMP

Create insulated, tapered roofs faster by simply unfolding the sump, aligning it with the drain and cutting the drain hole on the appropriate markings.

- Less than 5 minutes to fully install
- Fasten start at the drain
- Pre-cut and ready to install
- FM Class 1 assemblies - 1.5 start at the drain available
- Special packaging for easy job site identification

EXTENDED PANELS

Extended panels are your solution for a multi-layer system over a concrete or metal deck where adhesive is used. These extended panel systems can use up to 60% less material and adhesive once installed.

Explore Tapered Roofing Products

INSTALLATION TRAINING

Whether you are new to the world of Polyiso, or a seasoned professional, Hunter Panels has a variety of training options available to help you become an expert in the field. For answers, instructions or more information, visit insulatontrain.com.

Start Your Insulation Education